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1) Do you want join Racheal for the bike racing event?

2) Linda borrowed books from the library.

3) North Dakota is cold at this time of the year.

4) The meal was expensive for Dan to a!ord.

5) I can see blackbirds perched on the tree.

6) The Andersons moved Brazil early this year.

8) Alex was tired to play in the second half. 

7) A rectangle has diagonals.

9) We are planning surprise Mom with a birthday party.

Complete each sentence using one of the three words: to, too or two.

“To” is a preposition and has several meanings.

“Too” means excessively or also.

“Two” is a number.

Example: school.I am going to

kittens.Example: Jane has two

dirty.Example: The plates are too

To, Too or Two?

10) .Bring your mobile phone, and your camera,
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Answer key
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1) Do you want to join Racheal for the bike racing event?

2) Linda borrowed two books from the library.

3) tooNorth Dakota is cold at this time of the year.

4) The meal was too expensive for Dan to a!ord.

5) twoI can see blackbirds perched on the tree.

6) toThe Andersons moved Brazil early this year.

8) tooAlex was tired to play in the second half. 

7) twoA rectangle has diagonals.

9) toWe are planning surprise Mom with a birthday party.

Complete each sentence using one of the three words: to, too or two.

“To” is a preposition and has several meanings.

“Too” means excessively or also.

“Two” is a number.

Example: school.I am going to

kittens.Example: Jane has two

dirty.Example: The plates are too

To, Too or Two?

10) too .Bring your mobile phone, and your camera,
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